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Chairman’s Message
The Chairman of the WA Meat Marketing Co-operative, Dr Craig Heggaton sees scope for more WA farmers to, match major genetic
gains in lamb and sheep breeding, solid global demand and prices for sheepmeats, with ownership of exciting advances and assets in
meat processing, marketing and technology. “Few other rural businesses today, offer producers the opportunity to be their own
‘middleman’ as contributors and shareholders in a profitable and highly respected meat processing and exporting business,” Dr
Heggaton said this week, ahead of WAMMCO‘s annual general meeting at Katanning on October 30.
“WAMMCO has gone from precarious beginnings in 1999 to be one of the world’s most highly regarded lamb and mutton suppliers.
The Co-operative recorded a pre-tax net profit of $4 million on turnover that fell from $380 to $329 million in an extremely tight
supply year. Shareholder funds at $73 million, represented an equity ratio of 69%. “We paid our lamb producers an all-time record
average of $149.67/head and $111.15/head for mutton over the 2018/2019 season. These values were respectively 10.8% and 14%
more than the previous year, while qualifying shareholders were able to achieve a total of $6.97/kg on their lambs (including 30
cents/kg bonus) after a pool bonus distribution in August 2019. The bonus payments totalled $2.75 million, taking the total producer
rebate paid by WAMMCO over the past six seasons to an impressive $18.85 million.”
Dr Heggaton said producers joining the Co-operative as suppliers and shareholders, would ensure not only that the Co-operative
remained totally Australian-producer-owned, but that it would continue to serve their best interests. “The off-farm investments of
WAMMCO producer shareholders now stretch from our world class export meat processing centres at Katanning, WA and Goulburn,
NSW, to membership of a unique prime lamb marketing partnership in North America, with an expanding network of tax-effective
value adding and distribution centres in the US and Canada.”
“We share some of the official optimism for an increase in sheep and lamb numbers, particularly in WA, but rising costs, tight finances
and patchy seasonal conditions are allowing only limited livestock expansion amongst our existing or intending shareholders. “We
also expect more WA grain farmers to hedge their risks with a return to lamb and sheep enterprises over the next few years, and for
more interest from irrigation and intensive farmers seeking to capitalise on the consistent high demand for our lamb and mutton.
“WAMMCO will continue to welcome all new expressions of involvement and support.”
Regards,

Craig Heggaton
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Bonus time for WA mutton

plant capacity. We are hoping to grow the number of South Pacific
Islanders working at Katanning under these new visas. The islanders
are generally younger, with the ability to handle more physically
demanding processing tasks.

Who could have predicted that the September 2019 opening of
WAMMCO’s new $3 million mutton boning room at Katanning would
have coincided with such a major global game changing event – the For the past few years, China has been our major customer for
devastating outbreak of African Swine Fever that has already wiped cheaper cuts of lamb and mutton at prices that have added a
welcome ‘floor’ in the market. Their new specification for heavier
out a heavy chunk of China’s domestic pork industry?
weight mutton carcases as standard cuts, casts a bright new light on
We had been planning the mutton upgrade at Katanning for some
the future for Australia’s processed mutton trade.
time. But, the immediate extra demand for mutton generated by
US/CANADIAN UPGRADE
the Chinese pork crisis has not only guaranteed the viability of our
expanded mutton business for some time to come, it has created a
market for heavier, older animals that will be more profitable to
process. Some of these are the same animals that are often
purchased for WA’s live sheep export market.
WAMMCO’s Katanning Plant Manager, Tony Bessell has separately
indicated how the increase in Chinese mutton orders, to now
represent about 80% of our mutton production, is coinciding with
the arrival at Katanning of 15 new Pacific Islands workers under new
three year work visas, and how award changes are boosting our

An eight-year push by WAMMCO through its membership of the
Australian Lamb Co-operative (ALC), to establish value adding plants
in North America, has resulted in growing returns for the Australian
and New Zealand partners. Chairman Craig Heggaton and I recently
visited upgraded ALC plants in Los Angeles and Toronto, and a
recently commissioned new facility in Philadelphia that will give
WAMMCO unprecedented access to the New York and other US East
Coast markets.
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I would urge producer members who believe they have the capacity
to join this program to obtain further details from either Supply
Development Manager, Rob Davidson, Quality Assurance Manager,
Marc Chambers or Livestock Booking Officer, Alison Addis. Demand
for ‘independently audited’ lamb product is growing rapidly,
particularly in the United States, and WAMMCO must be on board if
its members are to enjoy greater future advantage.
A unique lamb supply partnership with the giant US retailer COSTCO
for its outlets in the US and Canada, is set to reach Western Australia
early next year when WAMMCO lamb products are expected to go
onto the shelves of a major new COSTCO retail outlet in Perth.
COSTCO outlets in Eastern Australia are already accessing our
product via Southern Meats at Goulburn.
NEW TECHNOLOGY
Tony Ruffo, Chief Executive Officer of The Lamb Company
(middle) with Coll MacRury (left) and Craig Heggaton (right) in
the upgraded Los Angeles plant
All centres are designed to increase sales of Australian and New
Zealand product in the US and Canada by further value adding mainly
our middle range products. They are also a vital link in promoting
WAMMCO’s new range of grass fed, pasture-raised, antibiotic and
hormone free lamb now being developed by WAMMCO in
partnership with our members for sale under our Opal brand.

The long awaited installation of a DEXA carcase measurement system
at Katanning is now scheduled for early 2020. The technology will
not only offer our producers quality confirmation ‘on the record’ of
the animals they are producing, it also represents a first step towards
our increased use of robotics within the plant.
I have recently placed our quest for an alternative energy solution at
the Katanning plant in the hands of Perth-based contractors, Castilli
Group, who have been commissioned to look at both wind and solar
systems. Previous efforts to use our biogas capacity from
WAMMCO’s upgraded effluent system to generate electricity, failed
to gain the support of Western Power.
SUPPLY/DEMAND
As indicated in the WAMMCO annual report, MLA research points to
an increase in the WA flock to 14.5 million head. However the figure
has hovered between 13 million and 14.5 million for the past decade,
- despite substantial price and demand increases for lamb, mutton
and wool - and time will tell which future direction the sheep
industry will take.
Heavy drought in the Eastern States has further complicated the
picture with a significant reduction in national flock estimates, while
New Zealand is reported to have experienced no change in numbers
from last year. Restocking and processing demand from the east
because of drought, has been reported as already having an impact
on demand for WA sheep and lambs.
For our part, WAMMCO will continue to maximise member returns
wherever it can - through to the payment of an August bonus, if
trading and seasonal conditions permit.
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Together with our
Directors and staff, I look
forward to seeing you at
our WAMMCO Annual
General Meeting at
Katanning on Wednesday,
October 30, and to
acknowledging our leading
producer members with
awards for their
outstanding
achievements.

trying to fill the void and Chinese buyers seeking more competitively
priced red meat substitutes such as mutton.
Tony said China’s new demand for mutton would further improve
the buoyancy of the local mutton market because it now included
super heavy, 32-40 kg animals over a full range of cuts. The Chinese
are now accounting for 80% of WAMMCO’s mutton production with
most of their orders based on specific cuts from the entire carcase.
“This type of order involves much less labour than the complete
deboning of each carcass required under our previous system of
boning,” Tony said. “The new demand from China adds substantial
weight to our move into increased mutton processing and will serve
to increase the confidence of WA mutton producers seriously
impacted by political interference in the live sheep export business.”

Regards,
Coll MacRury

WAMMCO mutton in demand
WAMMCO’s new $3 million boning room at Katanning has scored a
winning trifecta in terms of labour, higher output and an expanded
mutton demand from China in the wake of its pork crisis - due to an
outbreak of African Swine Fever.

Tony said the purpose-built mutton room incorporated a new carton
delivery system to its product conditioning tunnel that also linked
offal production. Three of the latest Blade Stop saws were installed
in the new facility and six more of the high technology saws are soon
to be installed in the lamb boning room.
“Overall, the new additions, the new piece rate reward system on
the slaughter floor, and compulsory Saturdays, have increased our
weekly capacity to approximately 25,000 units.

Katanning Plant Manager Tony Bessell said the Co-operative’s first
‘bonus’ came soon after the opening of the new boning room on
September 18 when an opportunity presented to engage 15 Pacific
Islanders on special, three year work visas under a federal
government program. These workers are due to arrive at Katanning
in November and will be trained specifically to operate the new
boning room and if successful then it is hoped that more Pacific
workers could follow.
Then came a trouble-free plant start-up from September 18,
confirming that the new facility would enable WAMMCO to lift both
its lamb and mutton processing capacity. Operating under a limited
range of specifications, the new facility is already generating
additional units/day, complementing a slaughter floor increase of
300 units/day achieved under the recent implementation of a piece
rate reward system.
Adding to these positives was word from WAMMCO’s Marketing
team, Damien Giumelli and Albert Baker from the Anuga Trade Fair
in Europe, that the Chinese were keen buyers of mutton to replace
the heavy loss of pork production in the wake of China’s crippling
African Swine Fever outbreak. About 25% of China’s pig production
industry has already been destroyed with European pork producers

New mutton boning room staff, David Secomb (left) and Dylan
Weazel (right) both Bandsaw operators with Abbas Ali Mogadari,
Mutton Boning Room Supervisor with the new Bladestop saws in
the background
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Tony said the introduction of the Federal work visas granted to
WAMMCO to cover 15 Pacific Islanders, represented a major
breakthrough for the Co-operative. “Fijians, Tongans, Samoans and
other Pacific Islanders will come from a younger age group and will
be required to live and work in Katanning with WAMMCO for three
years. We are hoping more Islanders will follow to maintain and
increase our current workforce of 340.”
Tony said WAMMCO was closely watching formulation of the new
Agribusiness Trespass laws as the company had recently fenced its
Katanning and Goulburn processing plants in line with a global
security upgrade.

Women on the front line
WAMMCO’s Administration Manager Gia Weigand was one of 200
meat industry women attending a national conference on the Gold
Coast held in early October by the Australian Meat Industry Council.
“I was among women farmers, butchers, officials and meat industry
people to discuss the role of women in advancing the culture of the
meat industry,” Gia said. “The increasing threat of animal activists
was one of the key topics and there was concern that not enough
emphasis was being directed at the fact that the Australian meat

WAMMCO Administration Manager, Gia Weigand

industry directly employs nearly half a million people and generates
billions of dollars worth of export trade and domestic business.”
Gia has lived at Katanning since 2002 and joined WAMMCO as
payroll officer in 2014 before her move to Administration Manager
in 2016. Her husband Steve Weigand has worked at WAMMCO
Katanning since he was 17.

Future leaders
Five young WAMMCO workers will share a $25,000 Meat Industry
scholarship to equip them for future industry leadership roles.
Katanning Manager Tony Bessell said the recipients would receive a
unique insight into the latest training technology and would be
encouraged to take leadership positions in the meat industry.
Tony said the scholarships are provided by the Australian Meat
Processors Corporation and administered through industry training
body MINTRAC. The Katanning winners are already well on their
way to impressive industry careers with trade level meat safety and
other qualifications on their CV’s. He expected the scholarship to
quickly lead to their increased confidence to take leadership
positions.

WAMMCO recipients of the Australian Meat Processors Corporation meat industry scholarships (pictured L to R) Mr Mohammed
Takbir Frois, Ms Sumana Nazarie, Ms Yong Chen, Mr El Say and
Ms Robyn Hunter
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James Ferguson returns to
Market update
selling conditions are continuing in most markets,
manage the Katanning lairage Buoyant
dominated by strong demand from China as well as excellent sales
and returns from North America and the Middle East. However, sales
to some other markets have softened as customers struggle to keep
pace with the demand and prices set by these key large markets. In
particular sales to Malaysia have slowed as both lamb and mutton
“It’s great to be back working with producers and staff I know so well
have diverted more towards China.
in a business that continues to progress,” James said. “The boning
European chilled leg production for Christmas sales in France and
room upgrades, the new program for grass fed hormone and
Belgium has commenced. A solid programme of chilled bone-in lamb
antibiotic free lamb and the impact of genetics on the quality of
legs is scheduled for supply to a range to supermarket customers
prime lamb, are starting to show at Katanning,” he said.
across the region. Similarly demand for Christmas from North
James would also like to remind all members, agents and livestock
America has been stronger. Prices remain high and demand and
transport operators of the importance of ensuring all livestock sent
returns are being helped along by the low A$.
to the Co-operative meets the “Fit to Load” standards. Recently,
Chinese demand has continued unabated with solid returns being
deliveries of older sheep have included livestock with broken legs,
cancers, hernias and being pregnant. We are not a dumping ground achieved on both lamb and mutton. The influence of swine flu in
China has been instrumental in increasing prices and demand for
for any discarded livestock.
sheepmeat in China, and this is also starting to influence prices in
other markets. Anecdotal reports from Europe indicate that local
pork prices in some European countries have risen by as much as 1020% as exports to China have increased. This can only be positive for
the demand and prices for lamb in these markets.
Kojonup-based James Ferguson, a former manager of WAMMCO’s
Lairage facility at Katanning, has just returned to the position,
bringing his 28 year-old son Chris with him.

In October WAMMCO exhibited at the ANUGA Trade Fair in
Germany. The fair is held every two years and is promoted as the
largest food fair in the world with visitors attending from all global
markets. The ANUGA fair provides an excellent opportunity to meet
with new and existing customers and to support our business and our
brands alongside other exporters from Australia and New Zealand.
This year the fair was dominated with visitors from China, all seeking
to secure additional supplies in the wake of strong demand from the
market. Significant volumes of additional business were concluded
during the fair. Customers from other markets such as the UK
reported difficulty in securing enough supply from Australia in view of
the strong flows of product to China. Consequently prices in
European markets have lifted.

WAMMCO Lairage Manager, James Ferguson

Lairage Reminders
WAMMCO livestock receival times are

Requirements

Presentation of livestock

Mon—Thurs

5:30am—3pm



Stock must have correct coloured ear tag



Don’t crutch over the top of the tail

Fri, Sun & public holidays

6:30am—noon



Use pink tags for all transactional stock



Crutch faecal and urine stains

If you are experiencing any problems with
deliveries please contact James Ferguson on
0418758219.



Accurately complete NVDs



Don’t send wet fly blown stock



Adhere to ESIs for any animal treatments



All stock must be “fit to load”
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Through August to the end of October WAMMCO receives many
visitors from China. Some take the opportunity to visit the plant and
do a farm visit while others who have visited previously meet in
Perth office. Negotiations take place for product to arrive in China in
time for their Chinese New Year celebrations.

WAMMCO Senior Marketing Executive, Albert Baker meeting
with Chinese customers at the ANUGA Trade Fair
The overseas travel also included visits to customers in the USA and
Canada and took in a tour of new and expanded retail packing
facilities in Los Angeles, Philadelphia and Toronto which are
operated by The Lamb Company. These sites continue to expand in
their size and sophistication and are essential to the professional
servicing of the mature North American retail market with lamb
from WAMMCO.

Albert Baker (second from left) with James Heggaton (Evergreen
Grazing Co, Kojonup, second from right) with clients from the
Hebei region in China.

WAMMCO International
Raising Special Claims
BACKGROUND: WAMMCO has developed a “Raising Special

Claims Scheme” that will supply specific lamb product lines to
various markets, mostly the lucrative North America. The
WAMMCO Raising Special Claims Scheme covers the following
Raising Claim statements:
Antibiotic Free (never ever given antibiotics)
No Added Hormones.
All Vegetarian Fed Diet.
Grass Fed.
Pasture Raised.
Craig Newton, Southern Meats Plant Manager, inspecting new
retail packing equipment in the new Pedricktown processing
facility in Philadelphia

100% Natural.
Minimally Processed.
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These claims will be supported by an independently audited on documents must accompany the consignment to make the
-farm quality assurance program known as the WAMMCO
claim raised valid i.e. grass fed, pasture raised etc.
Lamb Farm Assurance Scheme, and the program is endorsed
by AUS Meat, and the USA Food Safety Inspection Service.
Question 7 of the NVD should contain the wording
Additionally, all consignments of lamb delivered under this
“WAMMCO Farm Assurance Scheme”.
scheme will be accompanied by a correctly completed National
Vendor Declaration, and the Livestock Transport Declaration
form that attests that livestock conform to the requirements of
the scheme.

THIRD PARTY AUDIT—WHEN—WHO AND HOW
HOW TO PARTICIPATE

With a simple application process, and minimal paperwork we
can soon be shipping your lamb all over the world. Here is
what to do:
Obtain a copy of the WAMMCO Farm Assurance Scheme to

determine if on farm criteria can be met
Complete the WAMMCO Lamb Farm Assurance Application
Complete the WAMMCO Farmer Declaration

Within 6 months of commencing supply there will be a third
party audit undertaken to assess the validity of the claims
raised. The audit will be announced in advance, at a time most
suitable to the supplier, at WAMMCO’s expense and will be
based upon meeting requirements of the WAMMCO Lamb
Farm Assurance Scheme. All audit information is strictly
confidential, and not reported to any other agency.
Additionally WAMMCO will provide advice on rectifying any
non-conformances identified during the audit.

Complete the WAMMCO Livestock Transport Declaration
All documents are available electronically, and can be

AUDIT CHECKLIST.

obtained through Rob Davidson (rdavidson@wammco.com.au) The audit checklist is used to assess the effectiveness of the
raising claims procedure. The audit check list is available upon
request prior to upcoming audits with the key points assessed
TRANSPORT DOCUMENTATION
through the checklist are:
When stock is ready to send to the abattoir, carefully complete
Completion of preliminary application, and farmer
the NVD, and Livestock Transport Declaration form. These
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declaration.
Stock meet requirements of the claims being raised – as

defined in the WAMMCO Lamb Farm Assurance Scheme?
Correct tail docking and veterinary procedures.
Chemical use and storage.
Biosecurity.

BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATING
Independent and cost free review of on-farm operations.
Guaranteed sale of stock to WAMMCO.

Internally in China, the government has cracked down on water
treatment plants, resulting in some tanneries being closed during
the Chinese summer, which is traditionally the time when Chinese
tanneries are at peak production. Slower production and extremes
in Chinese summer temperatures has also resulted in skins going
rotten because they haven't been tanned.
The current situation is the worst I have seen the industry for around
25 years. With the current Australian dry conditions, and the strong
wool market, we are starting to see a lot of bare – 1/4” sheep and
lamb skins which are of No Commercial Value. My advice for a skin
return would to try and have at least 3/4” of wool and to keep the
grass seeds out of the skins.

Further growth of the Co-operative into world markets.

HAVING ISUES WITH PAPERWORK?
It is critical that the correct paperwork is submitted with each
consignment. Incorrect paperwork will make the claim raised
invalid. If there are issues with the paperwork we are happy
to guide you through the process, and ensure the stock is
eligible for the specific claim raised. Our Livestock Booking
Officer, Alison Addis, will contact you if there are any issues
that need rectification. For more information on any aspect of
the raising claims procedure, or to participate contact:
Rob Davidson – rdavidson@wammo.com.au
Marc Chambers – marc@wammco.com.au
Alison Addis – alison@wammco.com.au

Skin market

Hyden lamb returns critical in
tough year
WAMMCO’s Producers of the Month for September 2019, Jeremy
and Jenny James of “Glenorie” Hyden believe their decision ten
years ago to produce only terminal lambs, and in 2016 to focus on
White Suffolk rams over out-sourced FI SAMM and Merino
replacement ewes as the basis for an expanding prime lamb
business, is now more critical then ever to their family’s farming
operations.
“We can lock in good budget returns from our prime lambs along
with the wool, knowing that the actual result will be within five
percent of our estimates,” Jeremy said. “That is a priceless
underwriting benefit – particularly with the more disappointing
seasons and fluctuating grain prices we are encountering.”
The winning consignment of lambs from Glenorie consisted of 122
White Suffolk/SAMM lambs processed on September 19, with
98.36% meeting WAMMCO’s “sweet spot.” The lambs averaged
21.42kg and returned $148.71/head.”

Our lambskin production is now mainly from new season lambs. The
The James brothers, Jeremy and Andrew split their partnership in
quality to date has been exceptional, however, the Trump
line with a successful succession plan several years ago with Jeremy
government tariffs and taxes imposed on China has resulted in
and Jenny’s enterprise consisting of 4,800ha. The brothers have
demand being only “average” and very price sensitive.
continued a long family tradition in prime lamb production and
Merino sheepskin values, especially 1-2” and 2-3” skins have held
Murray Grey cattle to stave off the impact of bad seasons and low
their own on the back of the strong wool market with some
grain prices.
tanneries even taking the wool off ½-1” Merinos as the return is
Jeremy said Glenorie was currently weighted 70% in favour of
higher than tanning them.
cropping with a 30% pasture component evenly divided between
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1450 FI SAMM and Merino ewes and 100 Murray Grey breeders.
Four hundred hectares of new pasture sown this year, includes
Dalkeith clover and Scimitar Medic.

years’ early winter grazing capacity given March/April rains.

He is also supporting WAMMCO’s grass fed lamb program as it has
developed over the past few years, to meet specialty consumer
demand in North America, but is watching to see if a premium price
for the product can be achieved to offset the extra costs incurred by
producers.

Like most producers, his worst fear is that animal activists will
increase their pressure on the livestock and farming industries.
“Vocal minorities have no understanding of farming and are a rapidly
increasing threat to our industry,” he said.

He welcomed the recent news that WAMMCO was offering a $7.40/
kg minimum price contract for crossbred lambs delivered in January
“We watch the lamb, wool and cattle markets closely and could be 2020 as a good basis for producers to carry lambs forward. He has
reducing our cattle numbers slightly in favour of sheep for the first retained half his 2019 lamb production, on stubbles for delivery to
time in many years if the lamb and beef market spread stays high.” Katanning in early 2020.

White Suffolk rams have been sourced from Ledwith’s Kolindale/
Yanda stud at Dudinin, Ditchburn’s ‘Golden Hill’ stud at Kukerin and
Thompson’s ‘Hedingham’ stud at Wickepin since Jeremy switched
the genetic emphasis from Poll Dorset's three years ago. “Last year,
as a means of justifying our decision to pay better money for higher
rated rams, we started using our best rams to mate the first drop of
ewes for 20 days, before spelling and mating them again to the
second drop of ewes, with all mobs mated for six weeks.”
Rainfall on Glenorie totalled less that 150mm to the end of
September – with only 7mm for September, leaving crop yield
estimates at 75% of average, with many empty dams and a high
potential water problem. “Despite the poor season, we achieved
more than 100% lambs over both drops of ewes which started
lambing on April 20 and May 18. That is at least 10% more lambs
than we used to get with Merinos and the White Suffolk crossbred
lambs quickly reached our 22-24 kg weight targets, making the most
of our pastures. We are hoping the switch to FI SAMM ewes will
result in a higher lambing percentage.
“Not running ewe hoggets and a self-replacing ewe flock, fits well
with our farming strategy, while I liken the outsourcing of
replacement ewes to the cost of replacing machinery.”
Jeremy said a policy of being able to manipulate all pasture
paddocks to achieve lower cropping costs the following year is
almost complete, with 85% achieved this year. He will also plant 50
hectares of the new grazing wheat variety ‘Illabo’ to boost next

Jeremy James centre with daughter Kate Deering and 13 month
old daughter Sage and farm leading hand Cameron Finnie with a
stack of new seasons' hay at :Glenorie" Hyden

Perth office

T: 92620999

F: 93550961

Katanning office

T: 98219000

F 98212731

WAMMCO livestock contacts or
contact your local agent

Peter Krupa
0427810613

Wayne Radford
0429944733

Disclaimer

E: info@wammco.com.au
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Rob Davidson
0429380195

Alison Addis (bookings)
98219027 / 1800199197

WAMMCO International makes no representation as to the accuracy of any information or advice contained in the
LambLine newsletter and excludes all liabilities as a result by any person acting on such information or advice.
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